Automatic bag feeder

Model No.: BS-400

Automatic bag feeder is designed for tray or any plastic bag place on conveyor automatically. The feeding speed can be complied with conveyor speed and it's very flexible to adjust the magazine size to apply for any sizes of trays. It saves manpower and time.

FEATURES:
- Feeding trays on conveyor automatically
- Discharge one tray at one time by vacuum
- Automatically stop when running out of trays
- The length and width of feeder is adjustable
- Compact with design with casters for ease of movement
- The best choice to upgrade your existing labeling or packaging line
- PLC Program and Touch Screen for Easy work
- Sanitary SUS#304 and anodized aluminum fram

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Stepper Motor Driven
- Feeding speed: 20~22pcs. (Depends on the size of bag)
- Bag size: the smallest 170*290mm • the largest 310*460mm
- Power: Single Phase 110/220VAC, 50/60Hz
- Machine Dimensions: (L)605mm (W)663mm (H)902mm
- (For reference only, the real drawing should be considered as final.)

The above specifications are subject to change without prior notice.